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Objectives of the study

Develop a topic model meeting the following criteria

1. Stable on short documents and corpus/topic sparsity
2. Can account for auxiliary information for document context



Automated Systems in CRM

Service oriented companies are especially reliant on VOC.

Feedback helps inform management of systemic issues, service lapses requiring 
corrections of varying urgency.

Standard approach is to deploy a business process outsourcing (BPO) partner, 
very manual.



Automated Systems in CRM

Berezina et al (2016). "Understanding Satisfied and Dissatis ed Hotel Customers: 
Text Mining of Online Hotel Reviews." Jour. Hosp. Mark & Man.

Classified 2,510 customer reviews of hotels on TripAdvisor via the presence of tokens (word 
groups).

Feedback mentioning words "restaurant", "club", "outlet", and "spa" fall under the token "hotel 
(facilities)".



Automated Systems in CRM

Coussement & Van den Poel (2008). "Improving Customer Complaint Management by 
Automatic Email Classi cation Using Linguistic Style Features As Predictors." Dec. 
Supp. Sys.

Use of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to identify linguistic characteristics from customer 
complaints.

Learned features are then transferred in a classi cation model to sort through feedback of 
different topics.



Automated Systems in CRM

Kuhn (2018). "Using structural topic modeling to identify latent topics and trends in 
aviation incident reports." Transpo. Res. C

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on aviation safety reports to identify recurring class of 
issues.

Was able to identify patterns in aviation issue occurrences (e.g. problems due to air traffic 
control are more frequently noted in the spring and summer months)



Review of Topic Models

Topic Modelling discovers "latent" topics from a corpus of documents.

We refer to the following as our “legacy” procedures:

1. Latent Semantic Analysis, LSA (Deerwester et al, 1988)
2. Probabilistic LSA (Hoffman, 1999)
3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al, 2003)



The Vector Space Model



The Vector Space Model

Suppose a corpus is composed of D documents which together make use of a 
total of W unique words.

A document di in the corpus may be referred to as the W × 1 vector of scores, 

di = [ w1i, w2i, w3i, ..., wWi ].



The Vector Space Model

All the D documents in the corpus can then be stacked into a W × D matrix Y where



Latent Semantic Analysis
Deerwester et al, 1988

Use singular value decomposition in factoring the corpus Y into

Y = XΣB

● X is W × T matrix giving the level of association of the W words to each of T 
topics

● B is the T × D matrix giving the level of expression of the T topics in each 
document



Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
Hoffman, 1999

Add a probabilistic idea of “topics” in the model:



Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Blei et al, 2003

Convert the entire model into a Bayesian process with a Dirichlet prior

● Let Wd ~ Poisson(n) and θ ~ Dirichlet (ɑ),
● For each of the Wd words, wj,

○ The topic Zk ~ Multinomial(θ)
○ The word wj ~ P(wj | zk, β) also multinomial



Objections to LDA in the literature
Zhu and Xing (2011) 
LDA cannot properly take into account sparsity as they are normed (probabilities must total to 1).

Agrawal et al (2018) 
Changing the order that documents are read in the corpus also changes the results of the 
procedure. Attempts to reproduce results from a certain paper using LDA failed with almost no 
overlap between the topic structures presented in the original paper and in those generated by the 
reviewers.



Objections to LDA in the literature

Kakkonen et al (2008)
LSA outperformed both LDA and PLSA in terms of accuracy. PLSA outperformed LDA in accuracy, 
and this is pointed out as possibly due to the small number of documents (150 essays) used. LSA 
is shown to perform better with fewer documents, where Hoffman (1999) and Blei et al (2003) both 
recommended the use of 1,000 to 3,000 documents for training.



Motivating SemiparTM
We return to Latent Semantic Analysis for its superior performance in document classi cation, with 
an underlying model.

The question of sparsity is addressed by replacing SVD with NMF, while the underlying model is 
given via nonparametric regression on the topic expression.



Motivating SemiparTM
Stage One: Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

Consider the corpus Y of raw word counts. Factorization of Y then becomes a matter of finding 
appropriate matrices X and B both non-negative that minimizes the objective function



Motivating SemiparTM
Stage Two: Semiparametric Regression

For a set of D documents, a single row of the matrix B, denoted as b(t) where t is any one of the T 
topics generated, a hierarchical equation can be placed over b(t) such that for the ith document:



Simulation Study
We discuss the design of the simulation study through which the performance of SemiparTM will 
be compared with those of the legacy methods across a range of simulation scenarios.



Simulation Study
Proximity between estimated and true topic structures will be evaluated through the cosine 
similarity measure.
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